IT COULD HAPPEN TO ME

Family Conversations about Disaster Planning
Seventy-five percent of all American households are at risk for one or more natural disasters, including earthquakes, floods, storms and wildfires.
Although you can’t control natural disasters, you can – to some extent – control how they affect you.
It Could Happen to You

Natural disasters on the scale of Hurricane Katrina or the Oakland, California earthquake – which many of us experienced “live” during the 1989 World Series – rivet our attention and evoke sympathy for the victims and survivors. Although such large-scale events are relatively rare, most of us are at risk for experiencing some type of natural disaster.

Seventy-five percent of all American households are at risk for one or more natural disasters, including earthquakes, floods, storms and wildfires.

It’s human nature to try to ignore the possibility of such disasters happening to us. Most of us just don’t want to think about it. But living through a disaster is a memory that is never forgotten. One survivor describes it this way:

“I was five years old when I experienced my first tornado. To this day, I can hear my dad yelling ‘Go to cellar. Go to cellar’. We weren’t there very long before we heard this roar. We came out of the cellar and the house was gone. The Model T Ford was there, and Mom’s old three-legged washing machine was there, but the house was gone … so I’ve been sensitive to tornadoes ever since.”

Family Conversations Make a Difference

Although you can’t control natural disasters, you can – to some extent – control how they affect you. By communicating with your family, friends and neighbors and preparing in advance, you can more safely and confidently deal with natural disasters.

Careful preparation and open communication can help to prevent loss of life and reduce
property damage or loss. Planning can lessen your stress and discomfort around recovery and rebuilding, as well as decrease the amount of time it will take to get your life back in order.

About this Guide
The Hartford Center for Mature Market Excellence and the MIT AgeLab created It Could Happen to Me to help older adults better prepare for natural disasters and catastrophes by talking to – and planning with – family, friends and neighbors. The suggestions included here were developed from research we conducted with people in different parts of the United States, and interviews with claims adjusters from The Hartford who work with people who have experienced catastrophic losses due to natural disasters.

Some of the people we talked with shared valuable insights about how beneficial it was to plan with family and friends before disaster struck. Among other things, they described:

• The peace of mind that comes from being prepared
• Knowing how to help others prepare
• Reducing the stress of the aftermath because they knew whom they could count on for support
• Feeling more in control of their physical and emotional recovery

The quotes used throughout this guide come directly from those who participated in our research.

The Hartford claims adjusters we spoke with have seen firsthand the trauma of losing a home and a lifetime of accumulation when a natural disaster strikes. These adjusters have helped thousands of people and their families deal with the aftermath of terrible disasters and rebuild their homes and lives. The invaluable insights from these claims adjusters are featured throughout this publication.

Insight from a Claims Adjuster:
“I think most people are of the opinion ‘It can’t happen to me! Although they may have made some modest preparations, I find that, generally, folks are unprepared to deal with a natural disaster.”

The focus of this guide is to help older adults and their families plan so they can reduce stress and better recover in the aftermath of a natural disaster. Many valuable resources exist to help people prepare for natural disasters of every type. A selection of these begins on page 30 in the “Resources” section of this booklet.

Careful preparation and open communication can help to prevent loss of life and reduce property damage or loss. Planning can lessen your stress and discomfort around recovery and rebuilding, as well as decrease the amount of time it will take to get your life back in order.
The following timeline shows some of the major disasters of the last several years. There are many more; some are smaller in scope, but no less devastating to the victims.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
<th>Damage/Costs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Hurricane Andrew in Florida and Louisiana; 65 deaths, over 100,000 homes damaged or destroyed, $25 billion in damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Northridge Earthquake in Southern California; over 60 deaths, $44 billion in estimated damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Flooding across California; 27 deaths, $3.6 billion in damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Blizzard Followed by Flooding in Appalachians, Mid-Atlantic and Northeast; 187 deaths, $3.5 billion in damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>F5 Tornado in Oklahoma; 42 deaths, over $1 billion in estimated damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Tropical Storm Allison in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Florida, Virginia and Pennsylvania; at least 43 deaths, $5.1 billion in damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Western Fire Season in 11 Western states; 21 deaths; $2 billion in damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Approximately 400 Tornadoes in Mississippi, Ohio and Tennessee Valleys; 51 deaths, $3.5 billion in damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Hurricane Katrina in Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama; over 1,300 deaths, $125 billion in estimated damage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Tornadoes and Severe Weather in Midwest/Ohio Valley; 235 tornadoes confirmed in 9 states; over $2.4 billion in damages/costs; 13 deaths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Flooding across several northeast states, including the worst in Rhode Island's history; 11 deaths, over $1.5 billion in damages/costs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These numbers tell only part of the story. What’s missing is the untold anguish and suffering of millions of people who lost loved ones or whose lives were disrupted or displaced.
Older adults are often resilient in the face of disaster. Their experience and judgment, which increase with age, are important attributes when responding effectively to crises.
Disasters are frequently the time when we see the very best in people – strength, bravery, generosity and compassion. People of all ages rise to the occasion. Older adults are often resilient in the face of disaster. Their experience and judgment, which increase with age, are important attributes when responding effectively to crises.

When it comes to preparing for – and responding to – disasters, many older persons play important community roles. Their skills and talents are invaluable for such things as:
- Identifying and supporting people in their neighborhoods who need assistance
- Volunteering for direct disaster relief roles in their communities
- Assisting in shelters

While we are all vulnerable in the face of natural disasters, consider the formidable challenges that a disaster presents for those with health issues, or mobility or functional limitations. These issues exist in all age groups and range in severity. Because disease-related conditions and the functional limitations they cause may be more prevalent in later life, older adults as a group are particularly vulnerable during emergencies and disasters.

In addition, older adults are more likely to have sensory, physical or cognitive disabilities, or take multiple medications. Many live alone or in isolated or rural areas. They may rely on others for transportation, or depend on formal or informal caregivers for assistance with day-to-day activities. And it’s true for all of us that as we age, we take longer to recover from physical injury – making it more important to avoid injury in the first place.

Recent history tells the story all too clearly. Nearly three quarters of the people who died in the New Orleans area as a result of Hurricane Katrina were age 60 and over, although only 15 percent of the population of New Orleans fell into that age group.

This painful experience underscores the important need for older adults to have a reliable plan for immediate, easy and safe evacuation in the event of a disaster.

**Insight from a Claims Adjuster:**
“Older adults have greater experience. So, in some ways, dealing with disaster can be easier for some of them. But on the flip side, many have fewer resources … [such as] family and friends nearby – so it can be more difficult for them.”
Many people who have experienced a devastating flood, an earthquake, a wildfire or a windstorm thought those events could not happen in their area. It’s important to know what types of disasters are likely where you live so that you can prepare for them. You may be at risk for more than one type of event. And if you’re new to an area, you may not know what disasters are likely to occur, how severe an event could be, or what you should do to prepare.

**Maps Can Help**
The maps on this page show the different levels of risk across the U.S. for tornadoes and earthquakes. These maps are predictions about the likelihood of such a disaster. Remember, disasters can happen in less-prone areas, too, and even smaller events can have disastrous effects. Visit [www.fema.gov/areyouready/natural_hazards.shtm](http://www.fema.gov/areyouready/natural_hazards.shtm) for other maps depicting the likelihood of different types of natural disasters in the United States.

“One of the hurricanes that we had in Florida traveled to where our youngest daughter lives in Pittsburgh. It tore up a bunch of houses there and flooded the area. They had it worse than we did, and it was our hurricane!”

When you prepare for the types of natural disasters for which you are at risk, you also will be preparing for events that are individually catastrophic, such as a home fire or flooding.
Research examining peoples’ attitudes about natural disasters has found that Americans are an optimistic bunch! While that positive attitude is to be applauded, it means many of us have a tendency to avoid planning for “what if” events.
Natural catastrophes are low-probability, high-consequence events. What makes some people plan for them while others do not? And how does a person’s understanding of risk affect their actions?

Research has shown that people’s perceptions of risk for a disaster affect how prepared they are for such catastrophes. Sometimes this perception increases their readiness, but other times it has the opposite effect.

People are more likely to feel at risk and to prepare for a natural disaster if they live in an area that regularly experiences, or is frequently threatened by, a disaster. People who are caregivers are more likely to take the risks of disaster seriously and to make preparations because they need to plan ahead for those for whom they provide care.

It’s interesting that while firsthand experience with natural disasters may lead some people to prepare better for future ones, this is not universal and may lessen over time. In a survey done less than a year after Hurricane Katrina, insured homeowners throughout the Gulf and Atlantic coastal communities had taken only half the steps that would best position them to recover from another major storm.

People who have experienced several near-misses or false alarms – like a hurricane that suddenly changes course – may also take future threats less seriously. This may lead them to be less concerned about, and therefore less prepared for, a future disaster. As one of our research participants put it, “The biggest problem [is that] we’ve had so many near misses … Even though we’re worried, we’re not really terrified. We’ve never had a real direct hit. We’re complacent; we really are.”

It’s important to recognize that your past experiences with disasters may not always be a reliable guide to your future experiences. Don’t be lulled into a false sense of security. The reality is it could happen to you.

Why Many of Us Don’t Plan Ahead
Research examining peoples’ attitudes about natural disasters has found that Americans are an optimistic bunch! We do not concentrate on the negative, nor do we expect bad things to happen in our lives. While that positive attitude is to be applauded, it means many of us have a tendency to avoid planning for “what if” events.

When we talked with people during our research, we heard this same optimism. Some expressed confidence that if they were in the direct path of a hurricane, they would have plenty of time to prepare. Others said that if the unforeseen did happen, “friends and family would be there to help.”

When it comes to preparing for natural disasters, it may seem easier to hang on to the belief that “it will never happen to me.” But there are compelling reasons to have a plan that protects you and your family from natural disasters – in case it does happen to you.
There are many compelling reasons for having a disaster plan. Take a look at what some of our research participants and The Hartford claims adjusters said as they reflected on the importance of being prepared.

1. It could save your life: Having a plan could mean the difference between life and death.

   “[The earthquake] made me wake up, like ‘Hello! Reality check!’ [I realized] this really could cost me my life, my home and everything I own.”

   “Our house was destroyed by the tornado. It took the whole house away … except the front door and the wreath my wife put on it. But a lot of times [before that] we wouldn’t go to a shelter. We would just get in the closet.”

2. Disasters are traumatic: Having a plan can help to reduce stress and anxiety.

   “After the tornado I felt lost. I didn’t have a place of my own. I had people that I could live with … to spend the night with … but I just felt totally lost.”

   “The customers cry a lot. Not when you get there, but when you walk around the house and they are flooded with memories, or are just overwhelmed. It affects your heart.”

3. A support network will be in place: Knowing whom you can count on brings peace of mind.

   “We don’t know who is supposed to help us. Would it be the fire department? How do we know who’s going to be there for us? Most people don’t know.”

   “The people from church came and helped us go through all of the debris and pick out things. My son and a nephew came up from Dallas, and they did a lot of stuff that I couldn’t do.”

4. You will have more control: You may not have control over a disaster, but being prepared for one can give you some control in the aftermath.

   “We had a severe hailstorm and it [broke] the windows … They said there was a big rainstorm on its way, too. So I immediately started covering those windows with plastic. I made sure that all of my neighbors got some plastic, and we went around and fixed their windows, too. We all got ready for the rain.”

5. Your expectations will be more realistic: It is easier to put your life back together when you know what to expect.

   “You don’t leave [cash] in the house all the time, but if the forecast says you’re going to get a hurricane, you go get your $2,000 before the ATMs run out of money.”

   “If you’ve lost your home and your car is floating away, and then all of a sudden you have an [insurance] company representative saying, ‘We need an inventory of your contents; it puts a strain on people at a tough time.’”
The expression “No man is an island” is never truer than when it describes a person caught in a disaster.

None of us is completely independent. We need each other – and the older we get the more we realize that. We need family and friends near and far – and many people we’ve never met – to help us through life’s most traumatic moments.

As you prepare to create a plan to help you survive and recover from a disaster, keep that principle in mind. You can’t – nor should you try to – do it all alone. Consider the roles that can be played by others, and engage them in the process now. Involve your family, friends and neighbors. You’ll undoubtedly find that they want to help you and appreciate being involved.

To create a disaster plan, know and follow your ABCs:

- **Action:** Take It!
- **Belongings:** Know Them!
- **Connections:** Make Them!
Begin formulating your plan of action now. Don’t hold off until news of an impending disaster hits!

1. Know which disasters you’re at risk for and how best to prepare for them.
   • Review what types of events present the greatest threat in your area.
   • Find out what you should do to prepare for those types of disasters. (Consult the “Resources” section on page 30.)
   • Collect the items recommended to get you through and beyond the event (e.g., portable radio, flashlights, batteries, fresh water, medications) and store them appropriately.
   • Know and record your source for official disaster information.

2. Plan for the possibility that you may have to evacuate your home.
   • Locate your important documents and property, and store them safely in a place where you can get them quickly. These should include driver’s license, Social Security card, Medicare and health insurance cards, prescriptions, cash, medical records, financial records, insurance policies, and home inventory (read more in “Belongings” on page 19). In addition, place copies of all important papers in a safe deposit box or give them to a relative or trusted friend – preferably one who lives some distance from you and most likely would not be affected should a catastrophe hit your area.
   • Make a list of key telephone numbers for family members, close friends, and the claim office for your homeowners and auto insurance company, and keep the list with your important papers.
   • Know where you will go if you must evacuate, including the location of the nearest shelter. Shelter locations vary by locality. Possible sources of information include fire and police departments, and emergency preparedness agencies in your community.

   Insight from a Claims Adjuster:
   “I always tell people it’s better to drive out of town [to evacuate] five times and not have needed to – than to be at home that one time and get caught.”

   • If you have the luxury of advance warning of an event, have a full tank of gas in your car. Arrange for transportation in case you need to evacuate your area and don’t have access to a car.
• Reach out to others who may need your assistance with evacuation or transportation.

3. Set up your support network.
• Know whose help you may need before, during and after the event.
• Know who may need your help.
• Discuss needs ahead of time so roles are defined and expectations are clear.
• Understand what you should or should not expect from disaster relief agencies such as FEMA and the American Red Cross.
• Know the process for reporting a claim to your insurance company.

4. Evaluate the risks and abilities of everyone in your household.
• If anyone in your family has special needs, such as health issues or functional limitations, it’s critical that you make special preparations. Now is the time to think through the possibilities that they may:
  – Need extra supplies of prescriptions or require refrigeration for some medications
  – Have to depend on electricity to operate medical equipment or devices, or to keep cool or warm enough
  – Need special assistance getting in and out of safe locations, or in obtaining suitable transportation in case of evacuation or relocation

• Investigate whether the nearest shelter (or other safe location to which you would evacuate) is accessible for someone with disabilities.
• Contact your local health department to learn where the nearest special-needs shelter is in your area. (See the “Resources” section on page 30 for more information.)

5. Make a plan for your pets.
We all experienced – at least vicariously – the agony of Hurricane Katrina victims who were forced to part with beloved pets, or who stayed behind with their pets rather than evacuate as ordered. Fortunately, as a nation, we have learned a great deal from that experience – and laws requiring that emergency shelter be provided for pets are becoming common.

If you have a pet, you’ll want to investigate the situation in your area. In addition, you’ll want to prepare for your pet’s survival needs:
• Determine whether pets can accompany you to a shelter or other location you go to for safety – a hotel, or friend’s or family member’s home. If not, make alternate plans.
• Assemble a pet disaster kit to include leash and carrier, medications, health and vaccination records, water, and other requirements for your pet’s needs.
• Be sure your pet’s ID tags are either on the animal or in your pet disaster kit. (If you have to evacuate, be absolutely sure your pet is wearing identification.)
Belongings: Know Them!

Know your possessions and how they are protected.

Consider this: A devastating event – the kind that happens only to other people – has happened to you. You were prepared. You heeded the warnings – stopped only to alert people, and grab pets and your important papers – and took appropriate shelter.

Soon, you got word of the devastation. You, your family members and pets are safe. That’s the most important thing. But your home and possessions are gone. Now what?

You have to report the property damage to your insurer. But wait – what’s the name of your insurance company? What’s their phone number? (It never really mattered too much before. You got the bills and you paid them.)

Because you were prepared, you have your insurance policy – among other important papers – safely with you. You find your insurer’s name and number, and make a frantic call. The company is getting hundreds of calls at about the same time you’re desperately trying to reach them. But you get through to a real person. Now, where do you begin?

If you have completed a home inventory, you’re way ahead of the game.

What Is a Home Inventory?
A home inventory is simply a record of the contents of your home. The record can be done in writing, on videotape, or as a series of annotated photos. What’s most important is that it could serve as a basis for preparing a complete statement of your losses if a disaster were to damage your home, or reduce it to rubble.

Why Should You Make a Home Inventory?
A home inventory is one of the best resources you can have after a disaster. It can help you get your insurance claims processed more easily, and certainly will lessen your stress level. It’s an invaluable tool for getting your life back on track after you have experienced a loss.

A home inventory is a tool that helps both you and your insurance company. If you have a loss, you’ll be asked to list each item so the insurance company can determine the amount you should be compensated.

The people we talked to in our research had a variety of reactions to the concept of a home inventory. Some had never thought about it; others hadn’t attempted it because it seemed too daunting a task. One person summed it up this way, “I don’t know if you take it for granted or procrastinate, or both.”
Many who said they could create an inventory from memory were brought up short when asked to consider what that task would be like. In the words of one gentleman, “My wife … She’s a bright lady. So I think she would remember a lot of things in our house. I’m sure that we’d miss plenty of stuff, but maybe we could visualize things.”

Think about this: If your home were devastated by a natural disaster tomorrow, would you be able to remember all of your possessions? Consider just one room in your house. Can you “visualize” all of the contents of that room – on every shelf, or in every drawer or cabinet? It is challenging to remember a lifetime of accumulation, especially during a very stressful time.

Steps to Create a Home Inventory
Creating a home inventory can seem like a daunting task, but it’s better to start now than to wait until later – and it’s better to have some record of your belongings than to have nothing at all. Home inventory software, such as “Know Your Stuff” from the Insurance Information Institute, is available free of charge to help you get started. (See “Resources,” page 30.)

How you go about creating a home inventory is up to you. The more detail you include, the better. For most of us, however, starting simply will make the process seem less daunting.

The easiest approach: Use a video camera. Go room-by-room to create a visual record of your belongings. Remember the hidden stuff – be sure to open drawers, cabinets and doors. And don’t forget to include the basement, attic, garage and outdoor belongings, such as patio furniture.

A little more time-consuming: Do the same thing using a still camera. Now at least you have a visual record of your possessions.

When you’re ready to go a step further: Create a written list to accompany your visual record. Include the brand name and date of purchase of major items, as well as their estimated value. Write on your inventory list the make, model, serial number, date of purchase, and other relevant information.

Next: Enhance your inventory with receipts. Even if you haven’t done so in the past, start now to keep receipts for any valuable items you purchase. The more information you have, the better. This is what one woman in our research said as she reflected on her claim experience: “Those receipts are valuable. It may seem like a waste of time … but it made a several-hundred-dollar difference … When it comes to insurance, it’s something you need.”

Then: Store your documentation – whether it be video, photos (digital or paper) or copies of
them – away from your home in a secure location. This could be in a safe deposit box, or with a friend or relative – preferably one who does not live in an area that is prone to the same type of natural disasters that yours is. Also, keep a copy of this documentation with you.

Finally: Update the visual or written record periodically, especially after buying a big-ticket item or when you receive a gift of significant value. It’s also a perfect time to do this right after a move or a thorough spring cleaning.

Fun Ways to Complete an Inventory
Putting together a home inventory may not be your idea of a good time, but there are fun and creative ways to engage your family and friends in helping you get it done.

• Give a video camera or still camera to a relative as a gift and suggest they “try it out” by videotaping or taking pictures throughout your home.
• Ask a friend to create a room-by-room photo album for you as a birthday gift (instead of giving you another sweater or bathrobe).
• Invite a family member to lunch – and to spend the day helping you complete an inventory. Next week return the favor.

Insight from a Claims Adjuster:
“If they have no inventory, they basically have to start from scratch and put together a list. For the person who took a video or digital pictures and put them on a disc and in a safe deposit box, it’s pretty easy. They can hand the video or disc to me … and I can advance them two thirds of their claim right away.”

Find Ways to Protect the Irreplaceable
We all have items of sentimental value – such as photographs – that, if destroyed, could not be replaced no matter how well they’re documented or insured. One woman in our research shared her personal experience. “You cannot possibly replace everything you lose monetarily. In the tornado, I lost videotapes of my kids learning to walk and my daddy’s violin.”

Storing irreplaceable items in a safe deposit box or in portable fireproof and waterproof containers can bring peace of mind. Take the containers with you if you have to evacuate or seek shelter.

Know What Your Insurance Covers
The purpose of insurance is to help put people’s lives back together – to make them “whole” again after a loss. This is the contract you purchased, and it is what your insurance company expects to provide. In our research, people expressed uncertainty about the basics of their insurance coverage or how insurance claims are processed. For example, do you know whether your policy provides actual cash value coverage or replacement cost coverage on contents? There’s a big difference!

Do you have adequate coverage for your home and possessions? Review your policy to be sure you know exactly what it covers, and use the checklist on page 28 to help you. If there is anything you’re not sure about, ask your insurance professional. When you have a clear understanding of what your insurance covers and what to do if you have a loss, you can have greater peace of mind and more realistic expectations.

**ACTUAL CASH VALUE** coverage pays to replace the **depreciated value** of your belongings.

**REPLACEMENT COST** coverage pays to replace – at **current prices** – your belongings with materials of “like kind and quality.” This coverage generally costs a little more than Actual Cash Value.
Connections: Make Them!

Why should you plan with family, friends and neighbors?

No matter how independent and capable we are, when it comes to disasters, we often must rely on others for support.

In our research, people said they tended to make preparations for their immediate household or those they look after, but not in a formal or detailed way. Some said their support network is already in place and “can be mobilized at any time” without the need for conversation ahead of time. At the same time, they conceded that those they count on for help might not always be available.

Making connections for disaster support is largely about considering that you need to have more than one person you can count on because:

• A family member may be unable to get into your area while an event is approaching or in progress.
• A friend down the street will likely be suffering the same fate you are – and therefore be unable to give you any assistance.
• You may be unable to reach or communicate with family members, or to assist neighbors for the same reasons.

One gentleman in our research had second thoughts about who would be available to assist him in a disaster. “People would probably be in the same boat that I was in. My three sons all have their own homes and they are going to have the same issues I have.”

How to deal with this dilemma? How can you plan when you have no idea what situation you, your family, friends and neighbors will be in?

The best approach: Consider a broad network of potential support people, and discuss with them now what you would do for each other before and after a catastrophe. When you talk with each other about your respective plans, you might learn something you hadn’t considered, or motivate someone to strengthen his or her own plan. Here are some important things to discuss:

• Review what types of disasters you are at risk for, and what a likely scenario for each might be.
• Specify what would need to be done and who would do it. Don’t hesitate to ask for help, and be specific about the help you need. A woman from our research had afterthoughts about her storm preparations: “I wish my son-in-law had come to board up my house.”

Consider a broad network of potential support people, and discuss with them now what you would do for each other before and after a catastrophe.
• With family members, agree on one person (outside of a disaster-prone area) whom all family members would check in with to report on their own situation and to get information about others.

• Adjust your support network after a major life event. One woman told us, “I just got a divorce … my ex-husband used to be in my plan. Now I’ve got some space [in my plan] I need to fill up.”

Neighbors Can Play an Important Role
It is important that your support network include neighbors. After a natural disaster, immediate help will likely come from those in close proximity; it is highly likely that others will experience great difficulty in getting into the affected area.

In our research, people described the invaluable help provided by neighbors. “Some of the neighbors came down and took my carport away from my front door so I could get out.”

Others spoke about how neighborhoods rallied together to assist one another after a disaster. Those who hadn’t considered the important role of neighbors decided it was time to get to know them. “I need to reach out and make some new relationships. I need to bake cakes and take them around the neighborhood.”

Don’t underestimate the moral support that neighbors can provide one another. “We do have a very good neighborhood … we all helped each other. It made you feel like you weren’t alone. We were all in the same boat, so it didn’t make it as bad as it would have been if we were isolated.”

Reach out to neighbors to offer your help. If you know someone who is alone, extend an invitation and stay in contact with them.

Insight from a Claims Adjuster: “With older customers, I think it’s not a matter of not wanting to be prepared; in some instances, it’s just not possible. They may not have the physical skills [necessary] … Some of them will rely on family members for help and when the family can’t, that puts them in a bind … Overall, the people who are by themselves … tend to have a tough go of it.”

“It used to be me and my dog. Now I have my mother who needs a wheelchair. How will I get her out safely?”
Talk About Planning Today!

It could happen to you. Natural disasters don’t happen every day but, when they hit, the repercussions can be severe. Those who are unprepared are likely to suffer more than those who have talked with family, friends and neighbors to plan how they would survive and recover from a catastrophe.

The planning process doesn’t have to be difficult. It does take time – which most of us would prefer to spend on more pleasant activities. But the payoff in terms of life safety, reduced stress and a smoother recovery is immense.

A support network is an essential ingredient in a disaster plan. We cannot do it on our own! Communication with the people who would be our support system is key to developing a realistic and workable plan.

Few of us like to think about potential catastrophes. If just thinking about disaster planning makes you anxious, consider how much less stress you’ll feel once you have conversations with others and make progress toward developing your disaster plan.

If you follow The ABCs of Disaster Planning (outlined on page 27), and refer to the sources of additional information in the “Resources” section beginning on page 30, you’ll have just about everything you need to get the job done.

Insight from a Claims Adjuster: “So many times they never think it’s going to happen to them.”

If just thinking about disaster planning makes you anxious, consider how much less stress you’ll feel once you have conversations with others and make progress toward developing your disaster plan.
The ABCs of Disaster Planning

**Action: Take It!**
1. Know which disasters you’re at risk for and how best to prepare for them.
2. Plan for the possibility that you may have to evacuate your home.
3. Set up your support network.
4. Evaluate the risks, abilities and needs of everyone in your household and adjust your plan accordingly.
5. Make a plan for your pets.

**Belongings: Know Them!**
1. Create a home inventory. Start by going room to room with a video or still camera to make a visual record of your belongings.
2. Prepare a written list to accompany your visual record.
3. Keep receipts for valuable items and write on your inventory list their make, model, serial number, date of purchase, and other relevant information.
4. Store a copy of whatever documentation you create away from your home.
5. Update the inventory periodically.

**Connections: Make Them!**
1. Have family conversations about disasters and how you will support each other.
2. Broaden your support network to include neighbors.
3. Be specific with others in your network about the tasks that need to be done and who will do them.
4. Don’t hesitate to ask for help if needed, and reach out to others to offer your help.
5. Adjust your support network after a major life event.
Do You Have the Homeowners Insurance Protection You Need?*

There is a way to avoid surprises at the time of a property loss. Be sure you have adequate insurance protection for:

- Completely rebuilding your home in the event it is destroyed by fire or other insured disaster
- Replacing everything in the home

Review the following questions – and then contact your insurance professional for help with anything you’re not sure about.

1. Does my homeowners insurance cover flooding? (Standard homeowners policies do not cover flooding.) How does my policy define “flood”? What type of water damage is covered?
2. How do I obtain flood coverage? Can I get coverage immediately, or is there a waiting period?
3. Do I have any exclusions or separate deductibles for specific perils, such as wind or hail? If so, have I determined how I would pay for damage not covered by insurance?
4. Am I covered for earthquake? If not, is coverage available by special endorsement? What is the deductible?
5. Am I covered for sewage backup?
6. Am I covered if the sump pump fails?
7. Am I covered for food spoilage in the event of power failure?
8. Am I covered if a power surge damages my television set or computer?
9. Do I have valuable items that should be insured for their appraised value on a special endorsement (also known as a rider or floater)?
10. Do I qualify for any discounts if I make special preparations, such as installing wind-resistant shutters or earthquake retrofitting?

*The homeowners insurance section of the Insurance Information Institute Web site (www.iii.org) is a great resource for understanding the basics of homeowners insurance. Be sure to contact your insurance professional to know what your specific insurance policy does and does not cover.

28 It Could Happen to Me: Family Conversations about Disaster Planning
Working with Your Insurer in the Aftermath*

1. Get yourself to a safe place.

2. Call your insurance company. If you have trouble reaching them, listen for their radio announcements and watch for signs that they are in the area. (They may have difficulty finding you.)

3. Provide your insurer with:
   • Details about your home and the extent of your loss. For example, is the house demolished, or is a section of the roof gone? This will help the company send the best person to handle your loss.
   • An alternate contact and phone number. This is useful in case the claims adjuster has difficulty reaching you.

4. Understand that it may take time for the claims adjuster to get to you. (An adjuster is a person professionally trained to assess the damage.) Your company may be flying in adjusters from other parts of the country, and they will need time to set up shop. They may also be working without power or street signs.

5. Do what you can to prevent further damage to your property. If it is safe to do so, have someone put a tarp over the roof or blown-out windows, or remove a fallen tree from your house. Ask for help, or pay someone to do the work. You do not have to leave the damage “as is” until the adjuster arrives! (Save receipts for home repair payments to give to your insurance company.) Don’t get permanent repairs done, however, until the adjuster approves the price.

6. Get out your home inventory. Review it for accuracy and have the inventory available for the claims adjuster. (You’ll be awfully glad you have one!)

7. Be very cautious about whom you hire to repair your home! Check reputations and credentials carefully; after a disaster, many people descend on the devastated area looking for work. Ask your claims adjuster for a recommendation or an opinion.

8. Help your adjuster help you. If you choose to delegate a member of your family to participate in the settling of your claim, that’s fine; just be sure you select one person and not a committee (as that may make the claim settlement process longer than it needs to be.)

Tip: File this document with your homeowners insurance policy.

*The “Settling Insurance Claims after a Disaster” section of the Insurance Information Institute Web site (www.iii.org) is a great resource for understanding how to file a claim and how the claim process works.
Disaster Planning Resources

American Red Cross
www.redcross.org

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
www.cdc.gov

Federal Emergency Management Agency
www.fema.gov

National Weather Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
www.weather.gov

Ready America
www.ready.gov
Comprehensive information for individuals covering preparedness, response and recovery. Includes information on all types of disasters, how to prepare, and what to do in the event of an emergency.

Humane Society
www.humanesociety.org
Includes practical guidance on how to include pets in your disaster planning.

Know Your Stuff
www.knowyourstuff.org
A web site offering free home inventory software from the Insurance Information Institute. Includes lists of items in typical rooms to help guide you through the inventory process.
Simple Solutions: Practical Ideas and Products to Enhance Independent Living
This guidebook features more than 200 simple design ideas and household products that can make your home more comfortable, convenient and safe.

Modern Ideas, Modern Living: Taking the Next Step in Home Design and Planning for the Lifestyle You Want
This guidebook encourages you to think about the next step in your lifestyle and how to ensure that your home will fit you, and provides information and ideas to help you think through the options and talk with people who are important to you about these decisions.

Order These Guidebooks
To order FREE copies, visit us on the Web at: www.thehartford.com/lifetime.

If you do not have access to the Internet, you can order any of these guidebooks by writing to:
The Hartford
Publications Request
200 Hopmeadow Street
Simsbury, CT 06089

Please be sure to indicate the title(s) and quantity of the guidebooks you are ordering.
A Note on Research Methodology

In Spring 2007, the MIT AgeLab and The Hartford Center for Mature Market Excellence conducted eight focus groups in different locations around the country, asking people about their experiences with different types of natural disasters or catastrophes. Two groups each were conducted in California, Florida, New York and Oklahoma. All of the focus group participants were age 50 or older. All participants carried homeowners insurance with various insurance carriers. The groups were balanced by gender. In California, Florida and Oklahoma, efforts were made to recruit people who had experienced property damage due to natural disasters.

The Hartford Center for Mature Market Excellence also conducted a series of interviews with knowledgeable claims adjusters from The Hartford to ask them about their experiences working with individuals and families in the wake of natural disasters.

Because of the nature of these data sources, we cannot make claims about the whole population.

The Hartford Center for Mature Market Excellence

The Hartford Center for Mature Market Excellence creates innovative business solutions for the mature market. Staffed by gerontologists, the center is uniquely positioned to apply knowledge of aging to develop one-of-a-kind products and services for The Hartford’s customers, and specialized training for The Hartford’s employees. The center conducts original research in partnership with academic institutions and produces public education programs on safety, mobility and independence.

The Hartford/MIT AgeLab Partnership

The Hartford became a founding sponsor of the MIT AgeLab in 1999. The Hartford Center for Mature Market Excellence and the MIT AgeLab are committed to producing original research to improve the quality of life for older adults and their families. Through publications, professional meetings and public education, The Hartford/MIT AgeLab partnership has successfully reached millions of people in the United States and around the globe with high-quality, meaningful information to guide important decisions about safety, mobility and independence.


This guide is designed to educate readers and assist them in understanding the importance of planning for a disaster. It is not intended to be an exhaustive source or to relate to any particular disaster situation. Readers are advised to consult family members and the necessary professionals to assist them in analyzing their situation and to refer to the sources identified in the section entitled “Resources” for additional information. All information and representations herein are as of March 2013.